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France, to Charles I, who irritated and be-panicked not
only his relatively few surviving feudal lieges but the great
merchants who were replacing them.
By the time of the development of the Colonies the temper
of Anglo-Saxondom had changed so that actual., federal-
centred feudalism had become impracticable. The sort of
palatinate that Locke evolved would not stand up in face
of a populace who believed that there should be no taxation
without representation. A few great lords drifted along on
their possessions until the revolution, but they, like the Crown
itself, were mere survivals—as it were the last of the dodos.
. . . Until you developed the Modern system of represen-
tatives with obscure and almost illimitable power, no
responsibility and such a grip on the electoral machine as
to be practically irreplaceable except before tremendous
gusts of public bewilderment or despair. It is not merely the
lands through which we are passing that are afflicted with
this class of political machine. Every nation along the great
oval which is the extension westward of the Great Route is
almost similarly accursed, be-panicked, and engaged in
seeking expedients, each more desperate than the .other. . . .
And the most favoured expedient in every nation is the
putting up against a wall of all alien nationals and all
classes of his fellow-citizens obnoxious to the individual who
proposes expedients. It is, indeed, as Mr. Dreiser said, a
problem. . . . But . . . put 'em up against a wall, the
Technocrat continues to asseverate.
§
The other great disadvantage of the feudal cosmogony
resembles that of the assemblage of units of Small Producers.
It is that, flourishing as a rule and tending to self-centred-
ness, they exercise very little educative influence on their
northern neighbours and they will have the appearance
and reputation of easily gained wealth. The most salient
instance of this tendancy in the history of the Route is the
destruction—the complete wiping out—of the gentle,
beautiful, and highly-cultured feudal civilization of the
Troubadours by the North French in the thirteenth century.

